Franna 4WD 10
Road Travel Fuel Consumption

To Whom It May Concern:

With the introduction of the diesel fuel rebate in the new taxation system, we have been asked for the recommended road travel fuel consumption for our 4WD 10 Crane.

Based on Hino’s published fuel consumption and practical field tests under typical conditions, we advise:

4WD 10 fitted with Hino EH 700 Engine,
Average Road Travel Fuel Consumption – 40 litres per 100 kilometres

NOTE: Fuel consumption can vary significantly with differing duty cycles eg. speed, ground gradient conditions, number of start/stop applications, crane tare weight, etc. can all effect the fuel consumption.

Should you require any further assistance, please don’t hesitate to contact us.

Kind Regards,

Danny Black
Engineering Manager (B.E. Mech)
Terex Lifting Australia Pty. Ltd.